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THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF A DIVISION ALGEBRA OF VECTORS
IN THREE DIMENSIONAL SPACE
KENNETH0. MAY,CarletonCollege

When the student discovers that plane vectors, under the identification
(a, b) =a+bi, satisfyall the fieldaxioms (i.e. are a commutativedivision algebra over the reals), he ought to wonder whethersomethingsimilar might be
done withvectorsin space. When he meets the dot and cross products,he ought
to ask why the latter (in spite of its plausible interpretation)does not specialize
to the plane and whethersomethingmore like the algebra of numberscould be
constructed.
The historicalrecordattests to the naturalnessand importanceof such questions. Indeed they seem to have troubledmathematiciansas soon as the nature
of complex numbers began to become clear. After many years of pondering
imaginariesand of experimentingwith operationsin space, Gauss in 1831 wrote
(in [1 ]): "The writerhas reservedforhimself. . . the question whythe relations

between things that make up a manifold of more than two dimensions cannot

provide quantities admissible in universal arithmetic."In 1833 Hamilton (see
[2]) arrivedat the firstreally moderntreatmentof complexnumbersas ordered
pairs of reals and immediatelyattempted a generalizationto triples.Afterten
years of intensiveand futileexperimentation,he took the leap to quaternions
withoutprovingthe impossibilityin 3-space. Grassmann [3] began with efforts
to develop an algebra of space vectors and went on to his very general algebras
without being able to generalize complex numbers to three dimensions or to
prove the impossibilityof doing so. De Morgan and others experimentedwith
multiplealgebras. Weierstrassin his lecturesfrom1861 on discussed the Gaussian question ([4] p. 361; [5] p. 312; [6] pp. 24-27), but Hankel in 1867 first
printeda proofthat no hypercomplexnumbersystemcould satisfyall the laws
of algebra. He wrote ([7] pp. 106-108) " . . . thus is answeredthe question whose
solutionwas promisedbut not given by Gauss." Anotheranswerwas given after
ten years by Frobenius [8], C. S. Peirce [9], E. Cartan [10], and Grisseman
[11], who proved that only one more division algebra, namely quaternions,is
made possible by droppingthe commutativityof multiplication.As recentlyas
1958, Milnor, Bott, and others [12] proved that the only possible division algebras over the reals (without assuming either the commutative or associative
laws of multiplication) are of dimension 1 (the reals), 2 (complex numbers),
4 (quaternions), and 8 (Cayley numbers). The sagacity of Cartan's remarkof
1908 ([4] p. 362) that " . . . a definitiveanswer,if one exists,can only be given
by the whole ulteriordevelopmentof algebra and analysis," may be verifiedby
observing the role played by the Gaussian question in general algebra. (See,
for example, [13] Chs. 3-6, [14] Ch. V.)
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Although the resultscited above make abundantly clear the restrictionson
algebra in three dimensions,the literaturedoes not contain an accessible and
understandable answer to the question most naturally asked by a student of
elementarycalculus today, namely,whethermultiplicationof vectorsin 3-space
can be so definedthat thereresultsa natural generalizationof complex numbers
just as these were the natural generalizationof real numbers. More precisely,
we considerthe set of triplesof reals (x, y, z) with the identifications(x, 0, 0) = x
and (x, y, 0) =(x, y) =x+iy, with the usual definitionsof addition and multiplication by a scalar, and (hopefully)witha multiplicationof vectors somehow
definedso that all the fieldpropertieshold.
That these demands are veryinconsistentthe studentcan easily discoverfor
himselfif he experimentswithout gettingbogged down (as did Hamilton!) in
tryingparticular definitionsof multiplication. For example, letting (x, y, z)
=x+yi+zj, closure under multiplicationimplies that forsome real a, b, c
ij = a + bi + cj.

(1)

If we multiplyboth membersby i and substitutefrom(1) in the result,we find
(2)

(ac-b)

+ (a + bc)i + (c2 + l)j=

0.

Hence, c2+ 1=0 and c is not real. (Compare [8], [9 ].)
Since the above argumentdoes not use commutativity,we have proved the
impossibilityin three dimensionseven if that propertyis not required. Associativitywas used whenwe multiplied(1) by i, but the followingexample of a zero
product neither of whose factors is zero shows that even with neither associativitynor commutativitythe otherpropertiesof a division algebra cannot hold
in three dimensions.

(3)

(i-c)(ac-b

+ (bc+ a)i

+(C2

+1)j)

=0.

A slightlymore complicated example in a more general context was given by
Dickson in 1935 ([15] pp. 113-115). Others may be found by examining the
equation (A+Bi+Cj)(D+Ei+Fj)=0.
There are other questions suitable for student investigation.Would a new
definitionof multiplicationof complex numbers make a difference?(See [4]
pp. 351-353 or [16]). What about dimensionshigherthan three?Complex coefficients? (Consider j2 =a+fi+-yj.)
Peirce's proof in [9] is readable without extensive backgroundand may lead the student toward deeper study. The Gaussian question, which inspired so much of the development of modern algebra,
mightbe used to good effectas motivationin teaching today.
Writtenat the University
of California,Berkeley,duringtenureas an NSF ScienceFaculty
Fellow.
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A NEW MODEL OF THE HYPERBOLIC PLANE
DAVIDGANS,New York University

On enteringa course in hyperbolicgeometrymany a student expects to encounter hyperbolasand to have much to do with them. If the course followsa
metricrather than projective approach, he will findthat its development does
not involve hyperbolasdirectlyat all, his closest contact with these curves being
via the hyperbolicfunctions.Nor will he findthat there are any hyperbolasin
any of the familiarmodels of the hyperbolicplane. Under these circumstances
it is of interestto note that in the model to be described presentlyhyperbolas
play a fundamentalrole: the branches of a certain set of hyperbolascorrespond
to the straightlines in hyperbolicplane geometry.As this suggests,the model,
unlike familiar models, utilizes the entire Euclidean plane rather than some
special part of it.
As a firststep in describingthe model let us consider the mapping in the
Euclidean plane with equations
(1)

x
2

y2

,

V/(X2+ y2+ 1)7/X+

=

y
-
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